
Dragon Pro Individual 6.0 for Mac, UK (9899352): 

Q: How many computers can I install Dragon on?  

A: You can install Dragon on one computer located at one physical address. We also allow you to install this one 

copy on a secondary computer for back-up purposes. For the latest editions of Dragon speech recognition, 

specifically Dragon for Mac , the license is per user (not per machine).  A licensed speaker is permitted to create 

and use multiple voice profiles, and these voice profiles can be stored on one or more computers. 

A separate license, however, must be purchased for each additional speaker whose voice profile or voice profiles 

is or are being used by the software. 

 

Q: Can I record lectures using Dragon?  

A: With the introduction of Dragon Dictate for Mac version 4, Mac users can transcribe an audio file of any single 

speaker’s voice so it can be used in an interview setting of one single speaker. For lectures the “voice writing” or 

parroting” technique is still required. Dragon Dictate can accurately transcribe an audio file of any single 

speaker's voice from pre-recorded audio files. However, in a lecture hall, it may not be possible to get the 

recording device close enough to the lecturer to achieve a high quality recording for direct transcription. 

• Record a lecture using a digital recorder or mobile device and download the 

electronic recording to your Mac. 

• Listen to the recording through the headphones of your Dragon headset and 

activate your Dragon microphone and repeat the recorded text as you hear it. 

• Speaking the text aloud in your own voice enables Dragon to accurately 

transcribe the audio using the Dragon profile tuned to your voice. 

• Dragon turns your voice into text as quickly as you can speak the words – so 

there’s no need to constantly rewind the audio while you try to type out the 

corresponding text. 

 


